
SEKO Logistics has been named 
a Multichannel Merchant (MCM) 
Top 3PL for 2016, recognizing the 
growing importance of logistics 
and transportation in ecommerce 
and marketplaces and how they are 
adding value to the retail supply 
chain.

Multichannel Merchant reaches key 
decision-makers responsible for 
ecommerce, management, marketing 
and operations at companies that sell 
merchandise through multiple channels 
— including ecommerce, mobile, 
social, and catalog. With the growth of 
ecommerce and the number of 3PLs 
growing, MCM felt it was important 
to designate 3PLs that were 
ecommerce qualified and 
experienced. 

It has now produced 
an online resource with 
a searchable database for 
merchants looking for expert 
third-party ecommerce fulfillment 
and logistics services providers. 
Merchants will be able to see each 
service provider’s featured capabilities, 
ideal client types, equipment and 
systems, contact information and more. 

Mark White, Chief 
Commercial Officer at 
SEKO Logistics, said: “We 
know that Multichannel 
Merchant conducted an 

extensive review and analysis process in 
order to qualify Top 3PL companies for 

2016 and it’s a real coup for us to be in 
its first-ever listing. Retail is our biggest 
and fast-growing customer sector and 
this award reflects the increasingly vital 
role transport and logistics companies 
are playing as outsourced partners in a 
market that grew by over 25% last year 
and saw global consumers spend over 
$1.6 trillion online.”   

This is SEKO Logistics’ third such award 
in the past six months. In 2015, it was 
ranked in the top 10 logistics service 
providers in Inbound Logistics’ annual 
Top 100 3PL Providers list for the 
second consecutive year following an 
evaluation of more than 300 companies. 
It was also recognized as the highest 
ranking freight forwarder for customer 

service for the second year in a row in 
the prestigious Quest for Quality Awards 
determined by over 4,500 logistics, 
transportation and supply chain 
decision-maker readers of Logistics 
Management magazine.   

SEKO Logistics’ Omni-Channel Logistics 
services are built around a network of 
multi-user logistics sites in the U.S., 
Asia and Europe which allows e-tailers 
and retailers to outsource their entire 
ecommerce-focused global fulfillment, 
delivery management, returns solutions 
and ecommerce development and 
design alongside international logistics.

The SEKO Omni-Channel Logistics 
division combines a complete shipping, 
logistics and distribution solution with 

ecommerce website design expertise 
and innovative business software, 

including Enterprise Resource 
Planning (ERP), Supply Chain  
Management (SCM), Warehouse 

Management Systems (WMS) and 
Transport Management Systems (TMS).
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About SEKO Logistics 

We provide a suite of logistics services which enable you to use your supply chain as a competitive differentiator. As a 
customer centric organization, we are powered by the expertise of our people and our in-house-developed, best in class, 
customizable technology. It is this combination which gives SEKO its strength. With over 120 offices in 40 countries worldwide, 
SEKO’s unique shareholder management model enables you to benefit from our specific industry sector expertise, coupled 
with vital in-country knowledge and unparalleled service at the local level. This unique model provides you with:

• Hands-on service and support  
• Personal relationships  
• Creative, customized solutions  
• Responsiveness and reliability  
• Flexibility and consistence

We have a flat management structure, with just three layers between you and the CEO, making us ‘fast on our feet’ in 
delivering solutions that can meet your exact requirements. This lean and nimble structure increases our decision-making 
speed and gives us an ability to implement customized solutions which far exceed those of our competitors. For more 
information visit our website www.sekologistics.com 

About Multichannel Merchant  

MULTICHANNEL MERCHANT reaches key decision makers responsible for ecommerce, management, marketing and 
operations at companies that sell merchandise through multiple channels — including ecommerce, mobile, social, and 
catalog. Multichannel Merchant delivers original research, as well as in-depth analysis of trends and best practices, news, 
tactical/how-to, executive summaries, technology and supplier comparisons, tip sheets and resource information to help 
companies sell & deliver products wherever and whenever the customer wants them – at home, work, store or other 
locations.

http://www.sekologistics.com/en/
http://multichannelmerchant.com

